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As with most social networks, Instagram keeps track of your activities. While much of this data is used to improve your Instagram experience, it can be disturbing to learn that the company stores certain information about you. To ease your problems, download a copy of all the data points that are logged
on its servers. You can use these downloaded files that include your photos and comments to go to a new social media site. If you want to download Instagram data from a web browser, follow these steps: go instagram.com and log in. Select the Profile button, represented by the head and torso and
located in the top right corner of the screen. Select settings that are represented by the gear icon. On the Instagram settings page, select Privacy and Security from the left-hand menu bar. When your account's privacy and security settings are displayed, scroll down to the Data Download section and then
select The Download Request. Enter the email address where you want to download the link sent, and select Next. When you request an Instagram password, enter it and select Request Download. Receiving a link can take up to 48 hours. Click on the link to upload photos, comments, profile information,
search history, contacts, messages, likes, and other user-specific information. You can also download your Instagram details using the Instagram app. Open the Instagram app and log in if you need to. Click on the profile icon in the bottom right corner of the screen and the head and torso appear. Select a
menu icon that features three folded lines. Select settings (transmission icon). Click security. Select download data. Enter the email address you use on Instagram and select Request Download. Enter the password on the next screen and click Next. Choose Finish. Receiving a link can take up to 48 hours.
Click on the link to upload photos, comments, profile information, search history, contacts, messages, likes, and other user-specific information. You'll get an email notification when the download is ready. A download file is a compressed archive containing images related to your account and individual
JSON files for each of the data types. You can view these files with a text editor, such as Notepad. Your Instagram dataset contains a significant amount of information. These are items you've provided through downloads, comments, settings, and other activities when using the service. Do you want to
limit the amount of Instagram data about you? If so, share less information and connect with fewer people. Instagram saves everything you do. And, for example, when you delete a comment or photo there is no guarantee that it will from a set of data related to your profile. Thank you for letting us know!
Tell us why! We express ourselves mostly in writing now, and although photography and video are a lazy workaround, typography still matters. Instagram recognizes this. Social Platform Platform four new fonts for Stories, and you can be either ecstatic or terrified, depending on your attitude to Comic
Sans. This font has been refilling countless memes, but at the same time, it's one of the easiest to read people with dyslexia. Instagram showcased the new fonts in Twitter, and polarized comments were quick to follow. Of course, you don't have to use a Comic Sans-like font (it's not technically Comic
Sans) and you can banish everyone, who inserts it into your eye. Instagram (@instagram) August 3, 2020 Instagram is testing new fonts with a small percentage of people, but you can try and check all the new fonts by adding text to the story and then using the interface element that appears over the
keyboard to switch between them. SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER! If your typography budget is a bit stretched, the internet is full of places where you can download free fonts. However you can often end up having to spend ages trawling through poorly made sites and still go off empty-handed.
That's why we did all the footwork for you and went in search of the best free font resources that would deliver the goods you need without wasting your time. Hit any of the following sites and you'll probably only find the free font you're after in a short time. Besides the obvious places to download fonts for
free (and be sure to check out our regularly updated list of the best free fonts, or why not make things a bit edgier with some free tattoo fonts), we've also found some lesser-known sources - including individual portfolios of design and agency sites. So the next time you want to download fonts, head here
to discover the world of typographic inspiration. FontMFontM leads on free fonts, but also links to some great premium oferings (Image Credit: FontM) It doesn't have the largest collection around, but the selection of FontM free fonts is beautifully organized in all categories you'll probably need, and as well
as fonts from around the internet it also has some good designed in-house. On top of free fonts, it also brings together gorgeous premium fonts, with handy links that allow you to quickly buy what you need. FontSpaceUseful tags will help you narrow down your search with more than 38,000 fonts
available in TrueType and OpenType flavors, FontSpace is a useful go-to free type. The fonts here are neatly sorted into a variety of categories to help you eradicate what you want - along with typical serifs, script (and so on) category fonts designed for a particular case - perfect if you're not quite sure
what you're looking for. FontSpace has over 2,500 designers supplying fonts, and they are clearly marked, so you can be sure whether the font is good for commercial or should be sent to personal projects only.03. DaFontDaFont has a massive archive of free fonts to search for - including novelty fonts
like this DaFont is a massive archive of free-downloaded fonts. View alphabetically style, author or popularity. A lot of this is on the unprofessional side, but you can find some things of choice here. It's also a good resource if you want to download free fonts with a novelty theme like the Pac-Man font
featured above.04. Creative MarketGet free font every week on the Creative Market Online Marketplace for community-generated design assets, Creative Market offers a selection of free products every week - including one free font. The design changes every week and is only available for a limited
period of time. Since the fonts that are offered here are usually paid, you know you are getting a good quality product. It's a brilliant way to create a library of different font styles, and if you want to buy something on Creative Market, you can often unlock more free fonts and other properties with qualifying
purchases.05. BehanceYou'll need to hunt them down, but there are plenty of great fonts to download here to go to the place for designers to show off their work (don't believe us? take a look at our list of graphic designers to follow), the online portfolio platform Behance is a brilliant place to find free fonts.
It has also had a recent redesign and is now even prettier to look at. There's work of all types here, so you need to add a few filters to get to the free fonts, but once you're done that there are some great options to download. If you want a stove serif, script, tattoo or handwriting font, you're sure to find
something that fits here. FontasyDownload fonts are free on this Fontasy kalamburn website - it's an archive of more than 1,100 fonts that you can download for free. As well as a truly pun-tastic name, this resource offers a wide range of styles and a pleasant viewing experience (the list of categories
includes an example of A in each of the styles - a nice touch). If otherwise stated, make sure you contact the designer if you want to use these fonts commercially. 07. FontStructFind fonts created by users in FontStruct FontStruct are a free tool and font community. Users create what the site calls
FontStructions with the help of the fontStructor editor (Bear with us), and are encouraged to share them as soon as they are finished, for others to download. This means that there are many fonts to search through, and more are added every day. Here, a range of high-quality TrueType fonts are available,
ready to use on Windows and Macs. The site is easy to navigate and the best fonts are selected for FontStruct gallery.08. 1001 Free Typene Alert! 1001 Free fonts don't have exactly 1001 free fonts; it's actually more in the area of 10,001. All of them are conveniently organized in 64 categories, along with



the ability to view designer.09. Abstract fontsIt's easy to view your With abstract fonts Abstract fonts has one of the cleanest interfaces in this area and it is very easy to navigate. There is a custom version of preview fonts, the terms are clearly laid out and it is regularly updated, with about 14,000 font
fonts To choose from. NeogreyBe is a must-check Ivan Multicolored vector font Neogrey is a portfolio of Ivan Filipov. Working as a graphic and web designer, he has created some stunning fonts that he is very generously available for free download. We especially love its multicolored vector fonts. Next:
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